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How a Designer Turned an Empty Hallway into a
Library
This NYC apartment may inspire you to restructure your floor plan.
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For designer Gideon Mendelson, a home’s original floor plan is largely a suggestion. 

“Architecture is the beginning. After I meet with a client and get to know them—which is the most important thing—I
look at the architecture and isolate opportunities,” says Mendelson, the Creative Director of design firm Mendelson
Group. “I think about the relationship between rooms. They may be minor adjustments, but those minor adjustments
can really make an impact in terms of how my clients live.” 

[In the lead image: Nada Debs Pebble Table; Farrow & Ball Skylight 205 Paint] 
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[In this image: Matthew Fairbank Design Osiris Chandelier] 

The clients in question are a young family with a 5-year-old son, who were looking to transform their 2,000-square-
foot apartment on Manhattan’s Upper West Side into something a little more customized. Working closely with the
clients, Mendelson and his team aimed to preserve the classic prewar elements of the apartment while layering in
more contemporary touches. 
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http://mfdnyc.com/osiris-chandelier/


[In this image: Restoration Hardware Rectangular Linen Shade Pendant, $435; Design Within Reach Eames Molded
Fiberglass Chair in "Parchment" $549-$598] 

“When I’m given something classic and beautiful like this I try and keep the integrity of what’s there alive,” says
Mendelson of striking the balance between old and new. “Wherever we could we kept moldings and detailing that
was there, and where we couldn’t keep it, we had custom parts made to match it. I think that’s what makes a space
interesting, when you mix things. It gives the space character and spirit.” 
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https://www.restorationhardware.com/catalog/product/product.jsp?productId=prod1319051&categoryId=search
http://www.dwr.com/dining-chairs-and-stools/eames-molded-fiberglass-dowel-leg-side-chair-dfsw/3906.html?lang=en_US#q=eames&lang=en_US&start=9


Over the course of a year, the team made extensive interior changes to better suit the needs of the young family. The
clients didn’t want a formal dining room, instead favoring a more casual setting perfect for entertaining. Mendelson
opened up the common areas and carved a nook out of the artist formerly known as the living room to
accommodate a banquette. 
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[In this image: Waterworks Resin Soap Dispenser, $245; Waterworks Henry Low Profile Mounted Faucet, $1,348;
Circa Lighting Calliope Tall Bath Light, $525] 

They also enlarged the master bathroom, and knocked down a wall within the kitchen to create more counter space
and let natural light stream in through two windows. The final kitchen definitely errs on the side of modern, thanks to
a contemporary light fixture above the kitchen table and a minimalist white motif, but doesn’t feel out of place in the
more classic apartment. 
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http://www.waterworks.com/resin-soap-dispenser-rssd02
http://www.waterworks.com/henry-low-profile-three-hole-deck-mounted-lavatory-faucet-with-metal-cross-handles-hnls01
https://www.circalighting.com/calliope-tall-bath-light-tob2185/


However in terms of reconfiguration, the crown jewel of the space has to be the library. 

“We stole some space from the two bedrooms and the boy’s bathroom to create this library,” says Mendelson of the
nook, which ended up being his favorite part of the whole project. “From an architectural standpoint, the library is a
really fun moment. Your eyes just sort of light up when you walk in there.” 
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[In this image: Benjamin Moore Van Deusen Blue Paint] 

The deep blue lacquered area is an instant focal point, exhibiting some of that old-new balance via the elegant light
fixture set against the contemporary finishing. And the library itself is a prime example of Mendelson’s approach to
reconfiguration. 
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https://www.benjaminmoore.com/en-us/color-overview/find-your-color/color/hc-156/van-deusen-blue?color=HC-156


[In this image: Newel Rectangular Coffee Table, $6,250; O’Lampia Small Reflect Lamp] 

“It’s one of the first things I do, actually,” he says of how he goes about restructuring a space. “Whenever I look at a
floor plan, I’m looking for opportunities—how can I make adjustments to what’s there to solve problems or satisfy a
client’s wishlist? In Manhattan, every inch really counts, so I’m looking for moments where space isn’t being used as
efficiently as it can be.” 
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http://newel.com/product.php?id=16340
http://olampia.com/?product=small-reflect


[In this image: Modern Living Supplies Del Court Cocktail Table, $3,960] 

In this case, the clients wanted more space for their book and art collections, as well as a more functional layout that
was personalized to their taste. After opening up the floor plan, Mendelson’s second focus was adding elements of
their favorite hue—blue—around the home to provide a colorful backdrop for the family’s collection of unique vintage
decor. 

“Whenever I’m designing, I try to have an overall palette that runs through a home. It doesn’t mean that every room is
blue, but there’s a cohesiveness to a palette so that when you’re moving through a space it doesn’t feel disjointed,”
says Mendelson of implementing a set color palette. “In this case, it was about creating an interesting mix of shades
of blue and marrying that with other things.” 
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http://www.modernlivingsupplies.com/originals/view/Del-Court-Cocktail-Table


[In this image: Schoolhouse Electric Isaac Sconce, $139; Rejuvenation Galaxy Wide Chandelier, $999] 

For example, in the boy’s bedroom, navy upholstery on the walls provides an unexpectedly dramatic pop of color,
and is a timeless enough shade that they won’t have to worry about updating as he grows older. 
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https://www.schoolhouse.com/products/isaac-sconce-short-arm
https://www.rejuvenation.com/catalog/products/galaxy-wide-chandelier


[In this image: Les Ateliers Courbet Kriest Lamps, $2,200] 

The living room is almost entirely coated in blue, with the sky blue paint reflected in the custom-made club chairs
designed by Mendelson, the throw pillows, and even the decorative vases. The result is definitely statement-making,
but at the same time makes for a design that’s comfortable, fun, and truly reflective of the family rather than just
something impersonal. 
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http://www.ateliercourbet.com/lighting/kriest-table-lamp-tri-orchis


“This is a really good example of a client who understood very quickly that this was a great opportunity. They bought
into the idea that it’s not just about the stuff that’s going into their apartment,” says Mendelson. “My whole schtick is
really about what good design can do. Unfortunately, in today’s world, I think we’ve lost our way a bit and become
too much about the stuff [we have]—the clients quickly realized this was going to be a wonderful home for their
family to grow in, and to me that’s the most important thing.” 
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[In this image: Global Views Antique Table; Lost City Arts Club Chair, $65,000; Vaughan Designs Knox Swing Arm
Wall Light] 

Photography by Eric Piasecki.  
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https://globalviews.com/product_groups/3067
https://www.lostcityarts.com/club-chair/
http://vaughandesigns.com/site/item.cfm?item=83A40E12C29F442E646E19621F6A0CEF
https://www.ericpiasecki.com/
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